






Quantifying Intraspecific Shape Variation in the Kangaroo 
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7+Appendices+
!
Appendix!1.!!
Definitions:+Geometric+Morphometrics.++
All!definitions!have!been!collated!from!(Slice,!Bookstein!!et!al.!2009)!
Term+ Definition++ Purpose++
Allometry! Any!change!in!shape!with!
size.!!
The!equation!y/x=c)shows!any!
deviation!of!the!bivariate!relation.!
Canonical!variates!
analysis!!C.V.A.!
Method!of!multivariate!
analysis!which!the!variation!
among!groups!of!expressed!
relative!to!the!pooled!within!
group!covariance!matrix!
Finds!linear!transformations!of!
the!data!which!maximises!the!
among!group!variation!relative!to!
the!pooled!within!group!variation!
Centroid!size! Is!the!square!root!of!the!sum!
of!squared!distances!of!a!set!
of!landmarks!from!their!
centroid!
Is!used!in!G.M.!because!is!
uncorrelated!with!every!shape!
variable.!It!is!also!used!to!scale!
configurations!so!they!can!be!
plotted!as!points!in!Kendall’s!
shape!space.!!
Cluster!analysis! ! Expressed!as!a!dendrogram,!
represents!multivariate!variation!
in!a!data!as!a!series!of!sets.!
Coordinates! A!set!of!parameters!that!
locate!a!point!in!geometrical!
space!
!
Discriminate!analysis!
D.A.!
A!broad!class!of!methods!
concerned!with!the!
development!of!rules!for!
assigning!unclassified!objects!
to!previously!defined!groups!
Allows!to!assign!unclassified!
object!to!previously!defined!
groups!
Euclidean!distance!
matrix!analysis.!
E.D.M.A.!
A!method!for!the!statistical!
analysis!of!full!matrices!of!all!
inter3landmark!distances,!
averaging!element!wise!
within!sample!and!them!
comparing!those!averages!
between!samples!by!
computing!ratios!of!
corresponding!mean!
distances.!
Coordinate!free!approach!for!
comparing!biological!samples!
Euclidean!space! A!spaced!where!distances!
between!two!points!are!
defined!as!Euclidean!
distances!in!some!system!
coordinates!!
!
!
!
!
Finite!element!scaling!
analysis!
F.E.S.A.!
!!! Solves!inverse!problem!for!
estimating!the!strains!
representing!the!hypothetical!
forces!that!deformed!one!
specimen!to!another!
!
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Form! Form!of!an!object!by!a!point!
in!space!of!form!variables!
Allows!measurement!of!
geometric!objects!
Generalised!
superimposition!!
Superimposition!of!a!set!of!
configurations!onto!their!
consensus!configuration!
Allows!to!affine!transformations!
Generalised!
Procrustes!Analysis!!
G.P.A!
See!Procrustes!method! 3!!
Geometric!
Morphometrics!!G.M.!
Analysis!of!multivariate!
statistical!data!from!
Cartesian!coordinates!which!
are!denoted!from!specific!
landmarks!on!a!specimen!
3!
Homology! Discrete!geometric!
structures,!such!as!points!or!
curves,!and,!by!a!further!
extension,!to!the!multivariate!
descriptors!that!arise!as!part!
of!the!multivariate!analysis!!
!
Kendall’s!shape!space! Fundamental!geometric!
construction!by!David!
Kendall.!!
Provided!a!complete!geometric!
setting!for!analyses!of!Procrustes!
distances!among!arbitrary!sets!of!
landmarks!!
Landmark! A!specific!point!on!a!
biological!form!or!image!of!a!
form!located!according!to!
some!rule!!
Allows!us!to!specifically!identify!a!
specific!point!in!space.!!
Least!squares!
estimate!!
L.S.E!
Parameter!estimated!that!
minimises!the!sum!of!
squared!differences!between!
observed!and!predicted!
values.!!
3!
Likelihood!ratio!test! Test!based!on!the!ratio!of!
likelihood!
Likelihood!a!specific!hypothesis!is!
true!!
Multivariate!analysis!
of!variance!!
M.A.N.O.V.A!
Analysis!of!variance!of!two!or!
more!dependent!variables!
considered!simultaneously!!
!
Multivariate!
regression!
The!prediction!of!two!or!
more!dependent!variable!
using!one!independent!
variable!
!
Multivariate!multiple!
regression!
The!prediction!of!two!or!
more!dependent!variable!
using!two!or!more!
independent!variable!!
!
Partial!least!squares!
P.L.S!
Is!a!multivariate!statistical!
method!for!assessing!
relationships!among!two!or!
more!sets!of!variables!
measured!on!the!same!
entities.!!
!
!
!
Is!sued!to!analyses!the!covariance!
between!the!sets!of!variables.!!
!
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!
!Principal!components!
analysis!
P.C.A!
Set!of!vectors!that!are!
orthogonal!both!with!respect!
to!the!identity!matrix!and!the!
sample!covariance!matrix.!
!
Procrustes!distance!! Approximately!the!square!
root!of!the!sum!of!squared!
differences!between!the!
position!of!the!landmarks!in!
two!optimally!superimposed!
configuration!at!centroid!size!
Defines!the!metric!for!Kendall’s!
space.!!
Procrustes!method! A!term!for!least!squares!
methods!for!estimating!
nuisance!parameters!of!the!
Euclidean!similarity!
transformations.!!
Is!usually!the!known!as!the!
method!of!least!differences!as!a!
means!for!comparing!
homologous!points!on!various!
specimens!
Shape!! The!geometric!properties!of!a!
configuration!of!points!that,!
are!invariant!to!changes!in!
translation,!rotation!and!
scale.!!
!
Superimposition!! The!transformation!of!one!or!
more!figures!to!achieve!some!
geometric!relationship!to!
another!
Allows!the!comparison!of!
numerous!specimens!!
Tangent!space!! Most!relevant!tangent!space!
is!a!linear!vector!space!that!is!
tangent!to!Kendall’s!shape!
space!are!a!point!
corresponding!to!the!shape!of!
a!reference!configuration!
!
Due!to!being!linear!we!are!able!to!
apply!conventional!statistical!
methods!to!study!the!variation!on!
shape.!!
Thin!plate!spline!
T.P.S.!!
The!form!taken!by!a!metal!
plate!that!is!constrained!at!
some!combination!of!points!
and!lines!and!otherwise!free!
to!adopt!the!form!that!
minimizes!bending!energy!
Provides!a!unique!solution!to!the!
construction!of!D’Arcy!Thompson!
type!deformation!grids!from!data!
in!the!form!of!two!landmark!
configurations.!!
Type!I!land!mark!! Mathematical!point!whose!
claimed!homology!from!case!
to!case!is!supported!by!the!
strongest!evidence.!!
!
Type!II!land!mark! Mathematical!point!whose!
claimed!homology!from!case!
to!case!is!supported!only!by!
geometric,!not!histological,!
evidence!
!
Type!III!landmark! Land!mark!having!at!least!
one!deficient!coordinate.!
!
